In this era of fake news and political polarization, it is desirable to have a system to enable users to access balanced news content. Current solutions focus on top down, server based approaches to decide whether a news article is fake or biased, and display only trusted news to the end users. In this paper, we follow a different approach to help the users make informed choices about which news they want to read, making users aware in real time of the bias in news articles they were browsing and recommending news articles from other sources on the same topic with different levels of bias. We use a recent Pew research report to collect news sources that readers with varying political inclinations prefer to read. We then scrape news articles on a variety of topics from these varied news sources. After this, we perform clustering to find similar topics of the articles, as well as calculate a bias score for each article. For a news article the user is currently reading, we display the bias score and also display other articles on the same topic, out of the previously collected articles, from different news sources. This we present to the user. This approach, we hope, would make it possible for users to access more balanced articles on given news topics. We present the implementation details of the system along with some preliminary results on news articles.
INTRODUCTION
Political polarization and fake or biased news have been topics of interest in recent times [1] . A number of solutions have been proposed to detect and flag fake news. Many of these solutions seek to prioritize trusted news sources at the server level, for example efforts by Google to partner with fact checking networks [2] . Another is to poll users for trust in news sources, as in Facebook's approach [3] . One criticism of such top down approaches is that they restrict user choice and is tantamount to censorship [4] , since the user should be able to decide what kind of news articles they wish to read. In this paper, we present an alternative solution that seeks to give more choice to the end user to make an informed decision.
Our system first informs the reader how much the news article is biased by calculating and displaying a bias score to benchmark the current article with others, similar to the approach by Patankar et. al [5, 6] . After this, it offers recommendations from other news sources on the same topic as the current news article.
In our solution, we use the results of a Pew Research study [7] of the readers of some major English language news sources, positioning the news sources a spectrum from conservative to liberal on the basis of inclinations of political views of their readers. Our system extracts news articles on the same topic as the currently read article from a few of the same news sources from the Pew study. We then display links of the articles taken from the news sources to the user in the form of a graph with the political inclination of the news source on the X axis and the bias score of the news article on the Y axis. This, we hope, would help the user make an informed decision of what kind of news article they wish to read. Our system gives an opportunity to the reader to explore articles that are different from their common political preferences.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in the following section we survey related work in bias detection and making a bias aware news recommendation system. Section 3 contains the outlines of our method, along with some implementation specific details. Section 4 presents the results of a user study to analyze how actual users liked the system. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There are a number of works related to detecting bias in articles. Many of them use detection of sentiment bearing words [9, 10] to identify if an article is biased. Recasens et. al. [11] used a method to detect biased language, using a dictionary of words used by Wikipedia editors to ensure articles conform to Neutral Point of View (NPOV) rules. There has been recent work [22] [23] on bandit based real time clustering techniques for news articles.
A few university students developed a plugin called OpenMind [14, 15] to counter fake news, as part of a recent Yale university hackathon. It gives the users feedback on their political biases in their reading patterns, as well as warn users if the source of the news articles is suspected to be fake. However, as per the details available online, it does not give feedback to the user as to how much biased is the current article they are reading. The methodology they use to detect fake news is also unclear.
A similar function is also claimed by BS Detector [16] , a Chrome extension that uses a curated list of unreliable news sources to flag online articles as being fake news or otherwise unreliable. This too does not detect and state how much biased the article currently being read is, it is based on reliability of the source of the article rather than the content. Also, they offer no alternative article to read for the same topic. Our system, on the other hand, is aimed at making the user aware of the bias in the current article as well as recommend other articles on the same topic from different news sources, so the user can make an informed decision on what they want to read.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we describe the steps of our approach for bias aware news recommendations in detail. 
A. Crawling news articles
The first step in our system is to crawl news content from a variety of news sources. The block diagram of the system is given in Fig. 1 . We used selected news sources from the Pew Study [7] , selecting a mix of sources with conservative and liberal readers, as well as mainstream and nonmainstream media outlets as per Wikipedia [8] , where the top 6 media outlets are defined as mainstream. A graph of the scores of selected news articles from the Pew study is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . Extract from the Pew Research study on the audience of selected news sources. Adapted from [4] For each of the news sources selected, we crawl their websites for latest content, by fetching the robots.txt file from the new site domain URL, and then parsing the robots.txt file to extract the sitemap or sitemap index. After this, we parse the XML file of the sitemap and extract the URLs with timestamps. We then go through each of the URLs to extract the title and text content of the body of the webpage, as well as tags from the title if available.
Based on the availability of the robots.txt and sitemap files, we selected the following five media sources: New Yorker (liberal and non-mainstream), New York Times (liberal and mainstream), BBC (liberal and mainstream), Fox News (conservative and mainstream), and Breitbart (conservative and non-mainstream).
After collecting the text of the articles, we calculated and added the bias score for each article, as mentioned in the next subsection. We use this index to query similar articles from the crawled data.
For indexing, we used the semantic indexing system used by Sailesh et al [8] . The system uses an LDA based [13] indexing and matching system. For each article, the system computes the topic distribution within the article. After that, it computes the cosine distance between two articles on the basis of the topic distributions, and on that basis builds a semantic association index. 
B. Computing a bias score for the news articles
In this subsection, we describe the system for computing a bias score for an online news article. Bias is a subjective value, and hence any computed bias score is bound to be subjective too. However, we have validated our computed score with a user study to measure if the users rank biases of news articles similar to how our method would rank them.
One way to detect bias in a news article can be to examine if the sentences in the article contain any biased words, where the biased words can be chosen from a suitable created dataset. The article topic can be determined and can be compared with a generally agreed unbiased source such as Wikipedia article on the same topic. We can further examine the context in which the biased words are used. Another can be to examine the semantic meaning of the sentences and check if the chosen language used in the sentences is similar to the language used in other articles labelled as biased by users or from news sources that are considered biased or fake news. Another approach can be to perform part of speech (POS) tagging for the news article, and then measure how many of the adjectives used in the article are of the superlative kind.
In our approach, we use a bias detection system similar to the first one of the above three approaches (Patankar et. al [5, 6] ). The system uses the non-NPOV lexicon from Wikipedia as created by Recasens [11] . Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the bias detection system for a given news article. The article bias score is found by totaling the biased sentences (containing one or more words from the bias lexicon) and dividing by the total number of sentences in the news article Table 1 shows the algorithm to compute the bias score for a given sentence. We compute the aggregate similarity of the words in the sentence with words taken from a bias lexicon [11] taken from Wikipedia NPOV (neutral point of view) corpus. The NPOV corpus is used by Wikipedia editors to determine which words to replace in an article to make it more neutral. Hence we chose this NPOV lexicon to decide which sentences had more words similar to neutral words, and use this to compute the bias score. In our approach, we computed similarity between words by using a Word2Vec model [17, 18] trained on Wikipedia English full articles corpus. Word2Vec creates word embedding vectors in such a way that the relations between words is preserved. As per the CBOW model, given a sequence of words (context) appearing together in the dataset, Word2Vec learns to maximize the following log likelihood for all words Wi in the device Id vocabulary:
After computing the bias score for each sentence in the article, the aggregate bias score for the news article is computed by first tokenizing the article into sentences, then adding the bias scores for each sentence and dividing by the total number of words. C. RESTful service for bias aware news recommendations on the same topic Our system has a web browser extension that acts as a client to the web service. It send the article URL to the service which returns the resulting bias score for the article as well as the URL recommendations.
On the server, the URL is fetched, the URL content is extracted and queried in our database for matching articles from different news sources.
On the client, the browser extension queries the RESTful service and show the results to the user and allows the user to choose the article. Fig. 4 gives a screenshot of the implementation for a desktop browser. On clicking the browser extension icon to the right of the address bar, the system displays a graph showing the current bias score on the Y axis and the news sources on the X axis. The current article bias score is shown in red, while the icons of the news sources represent links to news articles from those sources on the same topic. On hovering on the links, the user can see the news article topic along with the bias score. Fig. 5 . Screenshots of the solution on a mobile phone, where the user has to swipe left or right with their finger to see articles from other news sources on the same topic, utilizing the semantics based browsing framework from [8] .
D. Implementation for a desktop browser

E. Implementation on a mobile phone
We also implemented the system on a web browser in the Android mobile phone, using the semantic browsing framework described in [8] . Here, instead of displaying the links along with the bias scores in a table, we displayed the icons of the news sources on the same topic at the bottom of the web browser. The user flicks the news article left or right with the finger to see and read other articles from different news sources on the same topic. Fig. 5 shows the screenshots of related articles on the same topic for a mobile web browser.
In the following section, we present the results of some experiments to measure the bias score for news articles and validate our bias ranking system with a user study.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We implemented the system on a Chrome web browser on the desktop with a browser extension, as well as on the default browser on a Samsung Galaxy S6 mobile phone.
A. Relative Bias of Different Types of Articles
To evaluate the bias scores generated by our model for news articles from different sources, we ran our tests on 10 Wikipedia featured articles and 10 Wikipedia non-featured articles. The featured articles are considered to be Wikipedia's best articles and often used by editors as examples. We also ran the tests for recent blog or opinion articles written by journalists in international media sources, as well as a few news articles on current topics. We determined the bias score for each of these articles.
The results are plotted in tables 2-5. We can see that the Wikipedia articles generate lower bias scores than non Wikipedia articles, and bias scores for media blogs (table 4) are typically more than Wikipedia (tables 2-3) and news articles (table 5). the-greatest-jobs-president-god-ever-created/ (e) techradar.com/reviews/phones/mobile-phones/iphone-6-1264565/review
These results (i.e. Wikipedia articles having a lower bias score) correspond to what we would expect, given that Wikipedia articles, being part of a peer edited encyclopedia, are supposed to be less biased or to use neutral language compared with news articles and media blogs.
Also, news articles have a different writing style and Wikipedia is more fact based rather than opinion based, so their lexicon is different. This could account for the difference in bias score.
B. Correlation of algorithm and user generated bias scores
We studied the bias scores obtained for the current article and recommended articles, for a variety of news articles on relevant current topics.
We conducted a small user study with 10 users to gauge (a) the accuracy of the system and (b) its usefulness and ease of use. We gave the users 3 sets of 5 articles each (each set of 5 articles being from the same topic but from different news sources), and asked them to rank the articles for the level of perceived bias. Table 6 gives the bias scores generated by our algorithm along with the URL recommendations (with bias scores) for the three sets of articles. After this, we compared the user generated rankings of relative bias of the given three articles, with those generated by our algorithm. The relative rankings for a dataset, both user generated and predicted by our method, are shown in table 7.
We chose the Kendall's Tau and Spearman's Rho rank correlation coefficients [19] for our comparison. The Spearman correlation score comes to be 0.54 and Kendall's Tau correlation as 0.47, indicating that the user rankings of bias correlated well with the bias scores generated by our algorithm. breitbart.com/nationalsecurity/2017/03/28/pakistanislamabad-constructing-fence-alongafghan-border/ 2 2 Fig. 6 . Plot of the Kendall and Spearman rank correlation values for the aggregated user generated rankings and the algorithm generated rankings of bias score for the selected news articles
C. Subjective reviews by reviewers
We also collected subjective reviews by the same ten users, on the overall usability of the news article recommendation system. Most of the users thought the system could be useful while browsing, though a couple of users thought they were not politically aware enough to judge how much biased the articles were.
Since the number of users is too small to be meaningful, in future we will repeat the study with more users.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have described a system to recommend related URLs from the same topic from news sources with a variety of political biases. We hope that such a system can help to enable users to be more aware of bias in news articles they are currently reading. Our system offers a compromise between keeping user autonomy and the need to warn the users of biased or fake news.
An early edition preprint of this paper has been uploaded to ArXiv [20] and the code is available on GitHub [21] .
We intend to extend our work in a number of directions. First is to incorporate additional parameters such as similarity to other biased articles, context of the biased words and the number of superlative adjectives used.
Another is to use publicly available news trust or fake news identification APIs to reward or penalize the computed bias score.
Another is to examine the feasibility of searching relevant news articles quickly by using public search APIs.
Finally, sentiment analysis can be explored along with the bias score to develop a more composite score.
In future, we will also investigate state of the art techniques for news articles clustering such as contextual bandits.
